
 

 
S&A PRODUCE & MARDEN COMMUNITY 
LOCAL LIAISON COMMITTEE MEETING 

 Wednesday 11th November 2020 6.00 p.m. via Zoom 
 

 

M E E T I N G   N O T E S 
 

ATTENDEES: 
Mrs. Kema GUTHRIE - Ward Councillor 

Mr. Mike BLAKE - Parish Councillor 

Mr. Rod LEES - Parish Councillor 

Mrs. Sandra GLADWYN (SG) - Local resident 

Peter JUDGE (PJ) - Group Managing Director – S&A 

Daniel MARTIN (DHM) - Group Commercial Director – S&A 

Peter HOLDER (PH) - Group HR & Recruitment Director – S&A 

Jude NORCOTT (JN) - Public Relations Manager & Local Liaison 

Committee Secretary – S&A 

Unable to connect: 

Mr. Steve MILES (SM) 

 

- Local resident 

 

1. Business up-date 

o DHM gave an overview of the business activity since the update circulated by the Company 

back in May. 

o It has been a good strawberry growing season.  Customers have been very supportive with 

weekly communications and good feedback on performance and quality of fruit.  S&A have 

supplied all retailers with some customers requesting additional support.  3 weeks of 

strawberry production remains in Herefordshire before sole supply from the Company’s 

glasshouses in Kent. 

o The asparagus season started reasonably well however frost in May affected the crop, 

resulting in a lesser volume than forecast. 

o DHM commented that given the challenges of the Coronavirus pandemic, for the business to 

be in the position that it is currently in, is great testament to the entire team. 

 
2. Season review 

o PJ took the Committee through a review of the season.   
o The Company has reduced its global projects, divesting of operations in China, Germany & 

Portugal.  It is absolutely committed to UK production and the sustainability to achieve it; there 
is therefore a need to sustain yields and secure the land areas of production. 

o The cost of labour has risen by £1m since 2015, due in the main to the effect of the National 
Living Wage.  This is one example of the economic challenges faced by the business going 
forward. 

o Coronavirus pandemic 
The Company decided to bring labour in early this year due to the Coronavirus pandemic and 
this was completed by 15th April.  Upon arrival, workers went into automatic isolation for 2 
weeks and the Company utilised local food wholesalers to deliver supplies to prevent the need 
for people to shop offsite.   



 

Once out of isolation, free movement concerns were expressed by some local residents, 
however the workers had arrived from low risk countries and the Company did its best to 
communicate this to the wider Marden community whilst liaising with Marden Parish Council.  
Considering the business employs 1500-1600 seasonal workers at peak, there have only been 
2 cases of Coronavirus which were at the Company’s site in Kent; other than that there have 
not been any cases within permanent staff or guest workers across all sites.  PJ reiterated the 
measures put in place by the business to safeguard both employees and the local community, 
as advised in the business update circulated in May.  In conclusion, PJ added that the 
discipline and support from the S&A staff had been phenomenal in facing the challenges 
presented by Covid-19. 

o S&A continues to grow and develop its own strawberry varieties through an inhouse R&D 
breeding programme.  This year has seen the development of a variety called “Lady Emma” 
which will soon be available in the supermarkets.  This is a fantastic achievement for both S&A 
and Herefordshire. 
 

3. Local community issues 
a) Emergency generator – update on use 

The Company advised that it has been necessary to utilise a generator due to the critical 
failure of major software in the CHP unit.  At peak, the CHP unit supplements additional power 
requirements for the site, however due to the failure all power has had to be supplied by 
generators.  The Company have continually applied to Western Power for an increase in the 
site’s mains capacity and this request has now started to gain momentum; once this upgrade is 
facilitated, it should only be necessary to use generators in the emergency situation of a major 
mains power failure.   PJ continued that the Company are looking at a six figure investment in 
order to facilitate this opportunity with S&A providing the infrastructure; any support from the 
local community in encouraging Western Power to commit to a date for implementation would 
be welcome!  In the meantime, acoustic barriers have been placed around the emergency 
generator to help suppress the noise and this is being monitored.  The Company is aware that 
it could have communicated use of the generator more effectively to local residents, for which it 
apologises, however regulatory requirements were being checked and the generator is 
operating within legal tolerances.  PJ explained that in the main the generator is not in use for 
the packhouse but for supporting the welfare needs of the guest workers by providing power to 
the campsite, and this is demand led.  As the cost of hiring the generator is c£10k per month, 
this is a highly expensive solution to the CHP unit and one which the Company is very keen to 
cease.  RL made a request for a timetable to understand usage of the generator and also the 
timescale for repairing the CHP unit.  KG asked how quickly the CHP unit will be repaired as 
the noise from the emergency generator is disturbing several residents.  PJ responded that the 
Committee members should be assured that S&A are doing all they can to expedite the repair, 
which will be a permanent solution, however in the midst of a pandemic where supply chains 
and the availability of engineers are greatly affected, it is challenging.  PJ reiterated that the 
generator is not operating outside of legal tolerances and that it is continually monitored.  MB 
commented that on the nights of 25th & 26th October the generator had been particularly loud 
past midnight.  The Company representatives expressed surprise as it would be unusual for 
the generator to be required at that time of the day, however, for the avoidance of doubt, they 
would investigate this.  Additionally, the Company would look to give an update on timings for 
the direct power supply from Western Power. 

b) Plans for Drakeley Farm 
The Company purchased Drakeley Farm in the early part of this year.  The primary reason is to 
create a 105,000 cubic metre winter water harvest reservoir to support the key growing period 
in the summer.  With requests from the EA to reduce water levels on site to help with the River 
Lugg, this is a solution by making the business more self-sufficient in water.  When asked why 
the Company had not consulted with the local community in respect of the planning application, 
PJ responded that the farm is not for public use and is part of the internal development of the 
business.  Additionally the purchase of Drakeley Farm is one part of an emerging business 
strategy; once there are full plans to communicate regarding this strategy and any impact it 
may have on the local community, the Company will engage in community consultation.  The 
Committee should be reassured however, that S&A are committed to being good neighbours 
and consequently consideration will be given to the village environment when developing the 
Drakeley Farm area.  The Company needs to grow, however more production does not 
necessarily mean more polytunnels; the business now principally grows two crops, 
strawberries and blueberries.   Buffer zones can be created to improve the environment 
through tree planting etc. and PJ advised that the Company will think like good neighbours 
when developing the area.  With regard to the village Neighbourhood Development Plan, PJ 
advised that Drakeley could not be part of that plan as it is not domestic curtilage.   



 

It was suggested to the Company that prior consultation regarding this project could have 
assisted S&A in building bridges with the local community.  The Company responded that they 
are more than happy to reach out to the community however this should be done as and when 
appropriate and only with regard to matters of relevance.  KG asked PJ if he would be 
prepared to attend Parish Council meetings to which PJ responded that he would be happy to 
attend a meeting on an annual basis.  In the spirit of shared values, PJ would be happy to 
attend.  PJ added that it is frustrating how the parish do not appear to be proud of S&A and 
that pride does not seem to emanate from the village towards the Company.  There is a 
particular opportunity for this this year, given the Company’s achievements in spite of the 
challenges faced from a pandemic.  All agreed that progress and commitment in these areas 
would be a way forward. 

c) Vehicle movements 
i. Drakeley Farm – PJ advised that a blueberry operation would have a reasonably low 

impact on vehicle movements.  The Company are looking to internalise this farm and 
utilise internal roadways as far as possible. 

ii. Movement of soil – These are local operations however where licences are required 
these will be obtained.   

iii. Night time and weekend movements – As has always been the case, the Company 
advised that there are occasions when vehicles will need to enter Brook Farm during 
night time hours.  The Company continues to monitor movements between these 
hours of 10pm and 6am on a daily basis.  Details of movements this year will be 
circulated with these minutes. 

d) Noise complaints 
Following extensive investigation, the EHA & S&A’s Health & Safety Manager have concluded 
that the alleged noise disturbances as reported by some local residents, are not Brook Farm 
based. 

e) New biomass plant 
The Company advised that for the foreseeable future there is no intention of building the 
biomass plant due to the cost.  Whilst the Company’s biomass facility at Brierley is very 
successful, it is also extremely expensive to run.  The Company is focussing on other areas in 
order to future proof the business, by developing 15 additional hectares at its farm in Kent and 
2.4 hectares at its South Wales site. 

f) Lighting and heating in tunnels next spring 
Due to the ongoing uncertainty of Brexit, the Company are bringing their strawberry plants into 
the country earlier this winter.  As a result the farm turnaround will take place earlier with 
planting in December.  PJ expressed appreciation to Herefordshire Council, via KG, for 
allowing 52 week polytunnel cover at Brook Farm, as without that support early planting could 
not be achieved.  Utilising initiation lights in the tunnels is a growing technique to bring the 
plants on and as with heating, the capacity will be the same as in previous years. 

 
4. S&A’s support to the community 

o The Parish Council committee members expressed their grateful thanks on behalf of Marden 

Parish Council, for S&A’s generous sponsorship of the community Christmas tree and lights. 

o It was noted that JN had been working closely with the Parish Footpath Officer with regard to the 

PROW’s in and around Brook Farm.  Minor improvements to waymarking and designated footpaths 

have been carried out to enhance the walking experience for the local community. 
 

5. A.O.B. 

o Produce – MB expressed his grateful thanks for the box of fresh produce gifted by the Company in 

May. 

o Brook House – SG asked if there were any further developments to which the Company responded 

that no further works had been carried out to date and that the project remained ongoing. 
o The Volunteer – The Company members were asked for an update.  PJ advised that the pub is a 

private interest of John Davies and not the business of S&A; it is therefore not in the governance of 
this group. 

o Next meeting 
o JN will contact the Committee members next spring with a view to arranging the pre-

season meeting. 
 


